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HE first mountain that I ever took an interest in was my very 
own, heaped up with a spade on the sunny sands of Barmouth. 
We children had been building a sand castle of the usual conical 

precision; but I, the younger, tired of it and preferred to fashion some
thing rougher and more elongated and, when asked what it was, 
declared it to be a mountain. Nor was it unlike the shape of the 
neighbouring Cader Idris which had, it would seem, impressed itself 
upon a child's mind. Even then I realised how very pleasant sounding 
was the word mountain, and how very pleasant were the shape and 
texture of the slopes and the loosely hung summit ridge swinging from 
point to point with one supreme, but not too supreme, central top. 
Would the same spell have been woven round those friendly shapes 
I wonder, had the name been Robinson ? But Cader Idris was dis
tinctive and appealing : one fastened on the syllables even before one 
knew what they meant ; and interest was considerably increased when 
I learnt that my father had climbed to its top. That early experience 
was over fifty years ago, and it seemed to set a standard to which all 
proper mountains should conform, of shape, bulk, wildness and 
benignity. It presented a whole class of mountains as friends at first 
sight, wherever they were met in later years, the Bowfells and Mis
chabels and the Cruachans. Even today I am startled by coming 
upon any great departure from that canon. My wife, on the contrary, 
thinks of a mountain in terms of precipices, blocks and pillars : some
thing which is excessively abrupt and inaccessible. Thus it was not 
until we visited the Dolomites, and wandered for a week from place to 
place among those wondrous colours and forms, that her mountain 
sense was satisfied. One may suppose that a full appreciation of the 
hills is only attained by a nice balance between these two fundamental 
types of mountain architecture. 

The love of mountains, whether it lay in visiting, looking at, or 
climbing them, grew by degrees. When I was twelve years old, a few 
days with my father and elder brother at Grasmere or Eskdale opened 
up a new world and laid the foundation of a lifelong interest. In 
my father's company I learnt the ABC of climbing ; where to go and 
how fast, what to look for, how to listen. Of Wordsworth, from whom 
he used to recite freely on those walks, he was a great admirer ; and he 
combined accuracy of observation with a prodigious memory. He 
saw the hills in all their moods and colours as with the poet's eye ; and 
unconsciously we boys caught something of his love and feeling for 
wild nature. The first expedition was a visit to Easedale Tarn, which 
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gave a glimpse of Sour Milk Gill from afar, the waterfall clearly heard 
but motionless frozen by distance. I still remember my surprise at 
finding near the top of our rough pony track not a small town but a 
sheet of water beside a lonely hut where an old man sold refreshments. 
Next day in bright sunshine we climbed Helm Crag and thereby gained 
a splendid view of lake, wood and fell, with promise of snow clad 
heights above. One memory of the ascent stands out the sight of 
crags high up on the hillside, looking ready to swing out and fall 
bodily down upon our path. I said nothing and hid my fear. To 
the small boy the threat of those small crags was as real as was the 
giddiness which Girdlestone observed to overcome a novice in his 
party when suddenly confronted, high upon the Wetterhorn, with the 
relentless ·upward surge of its summit cliffs. To round our crags by a 
neat path, to reach the top and then to look down upon their homely 
stability from above, was wholly satisfying. 

That was the first of many a visit with my father to the l.~ake District, 
or to Wales, or to the Yorkshire dales. The ascent of St. Sunday Crag 
from Patterdale one baking day in September provided all the in
gredients of a great discovery, and the exhilaration which attends the 
unexpected prolongation of a mountain expedition. The hill won 
approval by its height and neighbourliness and, as for its steepness, 
our innkeeper assured us that it was the only slope in the dale which 
made him sweat in winter. Forearmed with this knowledge we 
ascended and reached the comfortable rolling stretch of fell where the 
gradient eased before the final ascent. We slaked our thirst at an 
energetic runnel unusually high up, and were astonished by a trout of 
considerable size which flashed with a noisy leap from a tiny pool. 
At the summit cairn a swarm of gnats played merrily in the still air. 
The ridge westwards towards Fairfield looked so inviting that we had 
to go on. It provided a gendarme, Cofa Pike, which stood like a great 
steeple with all its detail lost except the simple shape plunging down
wards left and right as we faced the glare of the sun. To surmount 
this obstacle gave me a foretaste of that mystery and elation which 
the passage of great mountain ridges can provide, and it led by no 
uncertain clues right up to the summit plateau of Fairfield, from which 
we descended by Deepdale into the glories of a perfe~t summer evening. 

It was in the same company that I had my first grand view of a rock 
face, when late one sunny day we gazed at the N. face of Pillar Fell, 
as we walked up Ennerdale, after traversing the mountain, and had 
leisure to study the changing effects of light and shade upon two 
thousand feet of battlement and rocky hollow raised majestically from 
the valley, and as yet untrammelled by the prim fir plantations that 
now intrude upon the scene. 

Our last climb together took us, appropriately enough, to the top of 
Scafell Pike, on a keen fine day of early autumn when icicles were 
festooned on high rocks overlooking Piers Gill. In the sun and out 
of the wind one could bask upon the subsidiary pikes, ' amid the hollow 
depths of naked crags,' now left, now right of the well cairned track. 
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For the descent we took the Corridor route to Sty Head, which ·was 
new to me but recalled by my father who had traversed it twenty years 
previously. His evergreen memory supplied the necessary details 
which he anticipated and recognised one by one. It was wonderful 
route-finding for a man close on seventy-five years of age, and he 
seemed to enter into the little adventure with the same relish as myself. 
A great patch of mountain gorse spread a yellow splash on the screes 
of Kirkfell. On Sty Head we rested and he slept awhile before the final 
descent to Rosthwaite, where we spent a happy evening playing chess. 

My first experience of mountaineering abroad was in the Far East. 
·In August 1913, my wife and I spent a month at Unzen, a holiday 
resort of Kyushu in Japan, set high among the woody hills and sulphur 
beds of Nagasakiken. We were in an oval peninsula, about thirty 
miles by twenty in size, surrounded by inland seas in every direction 
except for a small isthmus towards the north-west. To one who had 
climbed nothing higher than Snowdon it was thrilling to live in a hotel 
halfway up a mountain mass some five thousand feet high. Out
wardly the scene was friendly enough \Vith its groupings of rock, 
boulder, grass and tree, but there were new hazards awaiting the un
suspecting venturer who set foot off the beaten track. What looked 
like pale dry clay proved to be a crust of boiling mud : mud, moreover, 
of that curious adhesiveness which may be met at the other end of the 
temperature scale upon a glacier. In the northern focus of the district 
was once a huge volcano : but 180 years ago an earthquake had shat
tered the peak into three distinct pieces, about a mile apart from 
summit to summit, connected by t\vo ridges. Instead of a third ridge 
there was a great gap. 

The highest and northernmost of the three tops was Kunimidake 
(4909 ft.), from \Vhich an easy ridge led due south to Myokendake 
{4500 ft.), while a much lower ridge connected Kunimi with Fugendake 
(4830 ft.), the third and last of the group, which lay east of the other 
two peaks. To reach Fugendake our first objective from the village 
of Unzen, which lay S.W. of the mountain triangle, we took a path 
which gained the main N. and S. ridge at a point about 1200 ft. below 
the southernmost and nearest summit, and then traversed at a level of 
about 3300 ft. towards this easterly summit through thick forest. 

When the earthquake split the mountain into three, so we were told, 
a great mass toppled down towards the S.E., shot into the sea eight 
miles away, causing a wave which flooded the further shore only to 
be reflected back to the Unzen side. The ground newly upheaved 
between the three peaks has grown a dense forest of pines and stunted 
trees, with a thick undergrowth of blossoming shrubs. There were 
acres of blue hydrangea over which myriads of butterflies played. 
The edge of the forest marked with the utmost precision the limit of 
the upheaval. Looking at the mountains from the W. one saw a clear
cut skyline topping grassy slopes, with a rock or two here and there. 
But, exactly at the ridge, the trees began, and extended unbroken 
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eastwards down, and down, spreading over Fugendake and far towards 
the sea. One could stand ten yards from the ridge and be unaware of 
the neighbouring open mountainside, so thick were the trees. To 
leave the track within the forest would mean getting lost in a bewilder
ing medley of slopes. There were craters within craters, huge caves 
and crevices, and one great crag on Myoken. It was like a treeclad 
icefall on a glacier. Some of the caves were stored with ice throughout 
the summer to preserve the eggs of silkworms. 

After crossing this strange corrie, we ascended steeply over sub
merged boulders and among roots and branches in a leafy twilight till 
we reached a second level track which swung round the mountain and 
finally corkscrewed up to a summit plateau, highly reminiscent of that 
on Glyder Fach only covered with trees. Up and down we went, 
stooping to avoid branches, and jumping over chasms, till a steep little 
ascent at last landed us clear of the trees on to the summit of Fugendake. 
Mter a short rest, there followed a straightforward westerly descent 
and a rise to the main ridge, where we suddenly emerged on its bare 
western slope, and turning right scrambled to its little top, the crown 
of our excursion : a pleasant finale, like the finish on Causey Pike but 
with thick coarse grass, knee deep and more, in place of heather. 
What a view we had ! It partook of the richness of Lake country 
valleys with its vivid chequered paddy fields thousands of feet below, 
set on the rough rocky fellside, leading the eye outwards from our 
vantage point to the many sea lochs and their further frame of moun
tains that more than half encircled us towards the north, showing here 
and there unmistakable signs of volcanic activity. Hutchinson, a 
fellow missionary then resident in Japan, who was pilot to the party, 
knew the mountain well and its weather moods. He told a vivid story 
of flight during a great eruption of Sakarojima, and, like the good 
guide, complimented us on our fortune in the splendour of the view : 
never had he seen it so clear. We had reached the summit in four 
hours after an early start, and thus had escaped the heat and the in
evitable noonday clouds. A pleasant descent down the S. ridge took 
us towards the Horse Plain, a comfortable alp of grassland below the 
wooded slopes, laid out as a nine-hole golf course. Imagine Schweg
matten, that fairy meadow beyond Zermatt, furnished with tees and 
putting greens for the benefit of tourists ! Such was the Horse Plain 
of Unzen. We recalled the strange flight of a ball which my wife 
had driven well down the fairway at the first tee, only to attract the 
attention of a chough, become airborne and finally repose in a nest 
up the hillside a quarter of a mile away. I have retrieved my watch, 
tossed inadvertently along the narrows of the Nadelgrat; a friendly 
guide has restored it to me after descending fifteen feet into a crevasse 
to find it nesting in a patch of snow on the top edge of a vertical ice
flake ; but the cleekmakers of St. Andrews have still to fashion the 
club which will extract a Silver King from a lie twenty feet overhead, 
without undue discomfort to the bird life of Japan. 

I paid my first visit to Switzerland twelve years later and stayed 
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most of the time at Saas Fee. It opened up a new world of mountain 
glories, although one of the first of many pleasant surprises was to find 
so much that was familiar in the scene the screes, the outcrops and the 
velvety ruggedness of the grassy slopes ; the homely Lake D-istrict 
over again, only enlarged to three times its scale. So it appeared up 
to nine thousand feet ; but above that '\vas the magic of the snowfields 
and everything to wonder at. Three weeks at Saas Fee made a grand 
introduction to the Alps '; there were endless varieties of walks ; one 
could observe and become friends with the hills, watching their varied 
moods. Particularly delightful it was to see snowfree rock turrets 
immensely far off overhead seeming to melt into a cloudless sky, an 
effect entirely new to me, that became the noonday hall mark of fine 
weather. It was possible in this leisurely stay at one centre to repeat 
unguided two of the three conducted expeditions, one to the Britannia 
hut and the other up the Mittaghorn. In this way lessons 
in climbing technique, upon both rock and snow, were driven 
home. It was impressive in retraversing the thickly covered Kessjen 
Glacier towards the Britannia hut to note that the bottom of one of our 
footprints of a day or two earlier, had fallen through, disclosing black 
depths. The climb on the Mittaghorn-Egginer ridge with Hermann 
Bumann for guide and a young Swiss student who made excellent 
company, was a passage of pure joy, a first experience of rock climbing 
extending over many hours in glorious sunshine, and a perfect terrace 
from which to study the loveliness of the Mischabel group directly 
facing us across the Fee Glacier. Bumann was a young guide with a 
partiality for winter sports and for rock work. He had a startling but 
very bracing habit of yodelling at a particularly choice step on an 
exposed passage, and at one spectacular corner on a gendarme round 
which he had to pass by leaning out over space he paused midway and 
waved his hat with a flourish, remarking, ' Here a fat tourist cannot go ' 
-a spot which my schoolboy son on a subsequent occasion called 
'Tubby Nazi Corner.' Altogether I made some half dozen climbs with 
Bumann within the next few years, but never again was so fortunate 
with the weather as in this first season, July 1925. 

The Lenzspitze and N adelhorn traverse was the first and only 
really high ascent which we made together. Rain fell during the 
afternoon trudge in a Snowdon-like fog to the Mischabel hut, which, 
I fear, we reached too quickly ; for in its crowded stifling atmosphere 
an hour later I experienced my one and only attack of mountain sick
ness. ·Nothing seemed more remote than the chance of climbing 
next day : but my guide, turned nurse, was equal to the occasion, 
extracted me from my place at the crowded supper table and planted 
me on the doorstep, where I gradually recovered. And who could 
not do so, in sight of such a view stripped suddenly of all its fog, with 
wisps of cloud dissolving far below in the valleys and the chill evening 
peace already spread upon the plateaux and ridges ! 

Next morning a breakfast off cold slabs of veal at 2 A.M. did not 
come amiss. In the keen frosty air, as we stepped out of the hut, there 
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was starlight of unusual brilliance, just enough for the outlines of the 
Taschhorn, Dom, and Lenzspitze to be sharply distinguished. 
They looked like three black lime kilns, and appeared but a stone's 
throw away. Many parties started moving by lantern light up the 
broken rocks that formed a natural staircase right from the hut. The 
interest of climbing and watching for the dawn, warming up and 
wondering what lay ahead, outweighed for me the traditional misery 
which is associated with early rising. After a while some of the parties 
turned off to the upper fiats of the Hohbalen Glacier, which now 
appeared below and close at hand on our right like a great white tarn, 
while three parties, including ourselves, continued up the ridge. At 
last the rope came out, as day broke, and the real work began ; a 
glorious progress over interesting rock, up gendarmes, down, then up 
again, in ever growing sunlight. There were occasional narrow snow 
crests where one felt one was treading in the sunrise, that rosy frosty 
morning. We breakfasted at a sheltered nook below the final slope. 
The nearest lime kiln of the early hours had resolved into a stately 
cone of rock, scree, and untrodden snow : and as we mounted it steeply 
direct towards the summit, the village and hayfields of Saas Fee, which 
had hitherto been hidden and forgotten, reappeared at an impressive 
depth within the valley shadow, an echo of civilisation that only 
heightened the brilliance of the wilderness above. 

We gained the top ; and it was very cold on that snowy perch where 
there was just room at the summit rock for two parties, as we watched 
the third continue towards the Dom. Our way was opposite, to the 
right, and I wondered how we should fare down its narrow ice arete 
after a numbing rest in the morning breeze. Bumann set me going, 
telling me to plant my feet boldly and firmly on its covering of loose 
snow exactly along its crest. The snow formed a perfect knife edge, 
and after a minute or so confidence grew, turning to satisfaction at the 
practicability of traversing so airy a line. In ten minutes it was over, 

· the col was gained and the Nadelgrat lay ahead, with its massive 
warm rocky overhangs and jug handle holds, a thing of joy. Then 
came a comfortable descent over rock and snow to the Windjoch in a 
dead calm, followed by the crossing of the Hohbalen Glacier, a thick 
mantle of snow concealing all its secrets : but away on the left was an 
upper fringe of seracs, unbelievably blue, a sight which marked the 
climax of the day. No description of high climbing had ever conveyed 
to me the depth of warmth and colour which this passage in full 
morning sunshine disclosed. In the best German that I could muster 
I told my guide what I felt. 

A year or two later I had several further climbs with Bumann, all 
on the eas~ of the Saas valley. When, intent upon some major peak, we 
reached the Weissmies hut and met a spell of bad weather, we managed 
to snatch two good rock climbs at a lower level, one upon the Schwarz
mies, with its mighty sloping fin of rock that characterises the western 
ridge of the Weissmies, and the other, next day, directly up the wall 
of the Jagihorn to its summit by what appeared to be a new route. 
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So at least Bumann thought, as he explained to me why he was treating 
with great respect an enormous cigar-shaped block that stood upright 
choking the main channel of a small chimney when we were halfway 
up. But the best was a thirteen hour expedition from Saas Fee to the 
Sonnighorn, a mile or two S. of the Portjengrat on the frontier chain, 
which we mounted from the W. by the Sonniggrat, a ridge of some 
technical difficulty and of continuously interesting climbing. The 
descent was by the main ridge towards the N. Despite much heavy 
cloud, the rocks were mostly dry and sunwarmed, and on reaching the 
summit we were rewarded by a glimpse of the whole Mischabel skyline, 
newly snow-covered, strung out aloft above a volume of cloud that 
seemed to fill all lower intervening space. 

I made a return visit some years later to this interesting group of 
mountains in company with Richard Moggridge, then a freshman at 
Oxford but already a tried and resourcefuJ climber. By his early 
and sudden death last March the Club has lost a rarely gifted moun
taineer. Together we traversed the Fletschhorn and Laquinhorn, 
passing over the three main tops of the latter, along its nearly level 
summit ridge so well seen from Saas Fee. Long easy buttresses 
drop towards the Weissmies hut from the N. and S. summits which 
are about 700 yards apart : but, instead of descending from the first 
top by the usual route on the western buttress, we continued along the 
whole ridge and down by the S. ridge to the Laquinjoch. This makes 
a fine expedition which should be better known five or six hours 
from Fletschjoch to Laquinjoch of continuously good and varied 
climbing. Along the summit ridge great clouds boiled up from Italy 
on our left, but the weather looked to be safe for some hours. A 
long gradual descent of good rock climbing led to a deep gap beyond 
which towered a properly vertical gendarme which we turned by a 
short and entertaining detour to its left. Thereafter easy snow led up 
to the central summit. Soon after this, as Richard's account of the 
expedition has reminded me,l the ridge staged a practical joke, a flat 
rocking stone cleverly placed on a spectacular passage over which the 
way led. It deceived us both, but without doing more than surprise 
us. At one place we quitted the somewhat spiky ridge, turning it on 
the Swiss side and paradoxically enough getting the best rockwork 
of the day a long traverse almost up to Dent Blanche standard. Just 
before we reached the S. top the weather worsened and it began to 
snow; so we attacked the Laquinjoch at our best speed. At first it 
was easy ; but perhaps 400 ft. below the southern top we came to a 
steep drop which looked distinctly difficult, and were intimidated into 
following boot scratches into a gully on the S.W. face. The going, 
though loose and rotten, was not hard. But when a stone came down 
from on high and exploded like a shell beside Richard we decided, with 
all due deference, to abandon the boot scratches. Quitting the gully 
on its left, with intent to return to the ridge, we found ourselves firmly 

1 Oxford Mountaineering, 1935, p. 47; a vivid account to which I am much 
indebted. 
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committed to the face. We had an hour of it, in thickening snowfall, 
visibility limited to a hundred feet as we worked downwards from ledge 
to ledge, ever on the alert for the sudden full stop which never came. 
And so to the glacier down which we speeded till we met with a system 
of big lateral crevasses which happily were uncovered. I carefully 
went over all my pocket buttons, not wishing my watch to frolic down 
a crevasse a second time in a like situation, and having some hours 
earlier already mislaid and vainly sought a balaclava somewhere on the 
summit ridge. Richard was impressed by the value of crampons, which 
must have saved us at least an hour, since using them we could jump 
wide crevasses on to sloping ice without fear of losing control. We 
followed the glacier down to its tongue and found a moraine path to 
the hut without difficulty : thence down to Saas Grund and finally 
the uphill grind to Saas Fee, a stern end to a pleasing day. 

A few days later we two set off hopefully to revisit my old friend 
the Lenzspitze, but ominously found the Mischabel hut deserted 
save for its guardian and his family. Two or three inches of new snow 
lay around, despite an improvement in the weather which had been 
bad ; temperature in the sleeping room was little above freezing point, 
but blankets were plentiful for the two of us. Alas, we rose betimes 
to find nine inches of new snow surrounding the hut. Recollecting . 
that I had once taken six hours to climb the easy Castle Ridge of Ben 
Nevis in similar conditions, I gave up hope of reaching the Nadelgrat . 
. After a prolonged delay the weather mended slightly and we set off up 
the broken ridge in broad daylight, and then persevered, trudging 
heavily across the level glacier to the Windjoch, and up to the Ulrichs
horn which was soon reached from the col. It welcomed us with 
fitful sunshine and glimpses through the clouds of the ice slopes and 
the profile of the Lenzspitze. Thus encouraged to proceed and 
make full use of the hours of daylight, we headed further afield for the 
Balfrin which we reached surprisingly easily after a quick descent on 
the snow to the Ried Pass. Thence onwards it was possible to gain 
time by walking unroped to the summit. Then it began to snow and 
continued to do so for the rest of the day doubtless an explanation 
of a phenomenal fall in the barometer which we had noticed in the 
early hours at the hut. After retracing our steps to the col on the 
Ried Pass, we decided to take the direct route for Saas Fee as being 
both practicable and interesting, to judge from the account in the 
handy S.A.C. Clubfiihrer, which one of us had in his pocket. The way 
was unknown to both of us, and visibility was negligible, but it saved 
the heavy re-ascent of the Ulrichshorn. From the pass, white, silent 
and windless, in the thickening snowfall, we contoured round the head 
of the Bider Glacier, which fell away invisibly leftwards to the E., having 
first to keep high to avoid crevasses and then to make a steep descent 
over a small rounded ice bulge which involved step cutting. This 
brought us, as we expected, to the lowest point of the rock rim that 
links the Ulrichshorn with the Gemshorn. Obeying the guide book, 
we plunged over the rim down the rocky couloir leading to the Hohbalen 
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Glacier 1000 ft. below. This passage, which is normally easy, so 
the book told us, took us nearly two hours of steady climbing of the 
typical winter variety in a Nevis gully. Adequate holds could be 
sought below the snow, anchorage was good, and the final run out 
above a small bergschrund allowed of cautious sitting glissades. Once 
on the glacier our climbing difficulties were over, and we steered by 
compass down to the Mellig Alp, over fields of thawing snow, lying 
thinly on grassy slopes that playfully affixed ball bearings to our boots, 
and brought us sliding and tumbling down to the 7ooo ft. level where 
we struck a path and raced down to Saas Fee to rejoin a family party 
as night was falling. 

I speak with great respect of the mountains of Scotland. Four 
years after my first visit to Switzerland, Dr. J. Y. Macdonald invited 
me to join him at the newly constructed Inglis Clark Memorial hut 
half way up Ben Nevis on the far side from Fort William. This con
jured up a vision of a snowy plateau from which a few short ridges 
might rise to the summit under a blue sky, a miniature Tyrolese scene 
planted in Lochaber. It was in fact not so. Instead of a plateau, the 
site was at the junction of considerable streams issuing from two fine 
corries. Two thousand feet of crag impended in a vast curtain, and 
pale blue ice appeared to pour in silence towards the hut do,vn and over
flowing each eager little burn that fell from the nearer recess, Coire na 
Ciste. It was evident that, glaciers apart, Ben Nevis in March was 
a very good approximation to Switzerland in July. A foretaste of 
good things to come had been provided, a day or two previously, by a 
climb up the Stob Gabhar Couloir, where Macdonald performed 
emphatically by cutting a score of steps up an ice pitch, thus demon
strating that solid blocks not unworthy of decorating a fishmonger's 
slab could be removed from a Scottish gully and yet leave no trace of 
rock behind good blue ice worthy of the Bernese Oberland. And if 
ice sculpturing palled, there was, higher up, the alternative of taking to 
the rock plates on the right, where the security was like that of climbing 
a well filled kitchen dresser. I found an axe peculiarly useful for 
testing the fragility of the route. Thereafter a luxurious little slope 
on good snow brought us suddenly to the summit and its dramatic 
westward view. 

We were lucky in that first visit to Ben Nevis. The approach was 
impressive in the rain under a lowering sky which nicely arranged the 
cloud bank to disclose the overhang on the cliffs of Carn Dearg but 
nothing higher. Rain was forgotten with the discovery of the hut
neither of us being too clear as to its whereabouts and our pleasure 
grew with the unfolding of its wonderful surroundings as the clouds 
gradually rose and melted away during the next two days. The 
following afternoon we explored the corrie close at hand, working 
round it from right to left upwards and soon reaching ample beds of 
snow. We came to its main rock wall Craig Coire na Ciste and 
marked for future exploration a gully cleaving deep into it. Twice 
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in later years we visited that gully, once when it was frozen hard, and 
an orange accidentally let fall rolled unspeakable distances down to 
what in summer would be a tiny lochan in the corrie floor : that day 
even Macdonald quailed before the threatened toil of the ice pitch, 
which barred the way halfway up the gully. Then again, when snow 
lay thick but ice was thawing, we found the pitch softened enough to 
succumb to a prolonged tussle in which crampons somehow played 
their part. Macdonald likened the event with some truth to a game 
of snakes and ladders, for it certainly was not a route of one way 
traffic. Steps could be cut but no one could say how long they would 
remain steps. There was much coming and going, not all according 
to plan. However, we won through in the end and succeeded in 
reaching a large funnel-shaped opening above in the upper gully; the 
sun came out, the mist thinned, disclosing views of the ice-draped cliffs 
which transcended anything we had encountered in the course of five 
winter visits. But at the first visit we passed on below the gully 
mouth and climbed into the clouds to the top of the Ben by Gully 
Number Three, returning the same way. I recollect marvelling at 
the steepness of its snow for the final hundred feet, how amenable it 
was, thanks to the rain of the previous day, and how valuable were 
the lessons already learnt from guides in the Oberland and Tyrol. 
Next day, in almost summer conditions, we climbed the Tower Ridge. 
on dry rocks and manageable ice as far as the Tower Gap except for 
the Eastern Traverse which is normally a simple level path evading 
the frontal attack on the Tower, but then was a long and buckled 
penthouse roof of ice and hardened snow, set above a vertical wall of 
considerable depth. Macdonald led the way, and all was well. We 
were transported up the Tower, down over the gap, into the regions of 
ice and snow, out of which we emerged triumphantly on the top. 

The Tower Ridge forms the left hand wall of Corrie na Ciste as 
seen from the hut. Below it, but still on the left of the corrie, is Rae
burn's easy route, as it is called; for in summer conditions it gives an 
unexpectedly neat passage, rising through complicated country to the 
summit plateau. In winter, when snow and ice abound, it affords 
a remarkably satisfying climb, being essentially a face climb well out 
in the open and finishing with an exhilarating corridor, and with 
probably one long bout of step-cutting on solid ice about halfway up 
the slope of the corrie, the winter version of a steep wide marshy area 
in summer, which cannot be evaded. Macdonald and I came upon 
this choice spot late one afternoon, after a day spent in wrestling with 
sundry rock and ice problems lower in the corrie. Having cut steps 
for about a rope's length, we realised the impossibility of completing 
the climb before dark, and retreated to the hut. Next day, even after 
making the easiest and most direct approach to the ice pitch, and with 
the initial steps already prepared, we found plenty of hard work to do 
and spent many hours before we reached the summit plateau. It was 
a worthy echo of a good snow climb in the Oberland. 

What are ' the chief things of the ancient mountains and the precious 
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things of the lasting hills ' ? For the climber, whether he be alone or one 
on a rope, the mountains enlarge his spectrum of sensations, and, like 
great organs of light and colour, they manifest, suddenly and decisively, 
their range ·of expression from fortissimo to pianissimo : from the 
glories of the open glacier to the beauties of the flower the scarlet 
pinhea .. d on the arctic mosses of Glencoe and the tiny blue Eritrichium 
nanum ·cushioned on a ten thousand foot ridge in Valais. Mountains 
bring hard muscular effort and quiet contemplative enjoyment into 
one convincing scheme. They span the years, within the lifetime of 
the climber, and also between young and old who climb together. In 
our spiritual history they form the true setting for the sublime, for the 
receiving of the Law, for the hearing of the Still Small Voice, for the 
sight of the Transfiguration. By what we experience in climbing 
them, humbly accepting their discipline, their reliability and their 
beauty, the hills help us to look for new and unsuspected unity in life. 
Physical barriers they may be, they yet establish enduring links of 
friendship between the nations. Switzerland remains the playground 
of Europe: she is more. Among the mountains of Switzerland has 
been preserved something precious ·during the ··recent years of war, 
where neutrality has meant not the easy role of the spectator, while 
other.s fought and died, but a self-imposed and imaginative service for 
mankind. What the Red Cross of Switzerland has ministered to 
freedom-loving peoples, to the prisoner, to the worker for liberty in 
the. enemy-occupied country, and indeed within the enemy country, 
is a story which is still too little ·known. Switzerland has given us the 
means to play : will she restore to Europe the way to live ? 

THE TOP OF EGYPT 1 

BY G. W. MURRAY 

' ... ·The lover, all as frantic 
Sees Helen' s beauty in a brow of Egypt.' 

I ' 

o those who climb the steep bordering cliffs of the Nile valley~ 
even to the daring spirits who fly over it, the Egyptian desert 
presents nothing more than a series of dreary limestone plateaux 

stretching to a far horizon. Hardly a dweller on the river suspe.cts the 
existence of that fantastic chain of mountains which the homeward 
bound voyagers see, jagged and blue against the sunset, as they leave 
the Red Sea for the Gulf of Suez. 

• 

Yet, from the great bend of the Nile at_ Qena, the head of Shayib el-
Banat, the highest mountain in Egypt, may be descried any clear 
dawn, though it soon fades away in the heat haze of the morning. In 

1 The first half of this article is abbreviated from an article published in 
Blackwood's Magazine. It is here reproduced with the courteous permission 
of the Editor, Blackwood's Magazine. · 
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